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HELIOPHYSICS SYSTEM OBSERVATORY
• 20 Operating Missions with 27
Spacecraft
• 6 Missions in Formulation
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2020 Heliophysics Highlights
• Solar Orbiter: Joint ESA/NASA mission launched in February 2020. Will
ultimately be the first mission to send back images of the Sun's poles. First
data was released to the public on Sep. 30, with more discoveries to come!
• HERMES (Heliophysics Environmental and Radiation Measurement
Experiment Suite): New investigation chosen as one of two scientific
payloads to fly on Gateway in support of Artemis. HERMES will measure low
energy radiation and improve our ability to forecast space weather.
• Parker Solar Probe: Completed 4th, 5th, and 6th perihelions with closest
distance came within 8.4 million miles of the Sun’s surface.
• July Venus gravity assist: Cross helio/planetary/astro collaboration.
Using telescopes at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico, Lick
Observatory in California, and Keck Observatory in Hawaii, scientists
searched for Venus aurora from the ground in coordination with Parker’s
pass. An unprecedented look at the interactions between Venus and the
solar wind.
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Upcoming Heliophysics
Highlights
Solar Cycle #25 Ramping up
• Solar minimum was December 2019.
We will now begin to see space weather
increase in both frequency and intensity
over the next five years.
GOLD and ICON
• First papers have appeared and will
start to snowball. We are going to have
our first detailed understandings of how
terrestrial weather and space weather
overlap.

Parker Solar Probe
• Perihelion #s 7, 8, 9, and 10
(Jan., Apr. Aug. and Nov.)
• 2 Venus flybys (Feb. and Oct.)
• Parker will be on Earth-side of
Sun during January perihelion
next year; opportunity for
mass simultaneous
observations: SDO, STEREO,
IRIS, ground based
observatories.

Happy 25th Anniversary SOHO!
• The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) was launched on
December 2, 1995.
• SOHO’s original operating phase was scheduled for two years and now it is
celebrating a quarter century in orbit.
• Its set of groundbreaking instruments became a source for numerous scientific
findings, an inspiration for follow-on missions, and an outlet for citizen
scientists.
• SOHO also survived near catastrophe twice and has become the longestrunning Sun-surveying spacecraft
• In June of 1998, the operations team lost contact with the spacecraft, but with
the help of a radio telescope in Arecibo, the team eventually located the
spacecraft and was awake and productive by November of the same year.
• Weeks later, all three gyroscopes failed and the spacecraft was no longer
stabilized. The team’s software engineers developed a new program that would
stabilize the spacecraft without the gyroscopes.
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Voyager
• On Oct. 31, Voyager 2
confirmed it had
received commands
from the upgraded DSN.
• Expecting several
papers this year on new
observations of
interstellar space.
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Upcoming Missions
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Upcoming Missions
AWE: Catching waves in Earth’s upper atmosphere
•

From a berth on the ISS, AWE will study gravity waves in order to understand
connections within Earth’s atmosphere, and between our atmosphere and
space. Launching NET 2022.

PUNCH: Making the Connection Between Sun and Space
•

PUNCH is a mission made up of four suitcase-sized satellites that will spread
out around Earth to form a planet-sized solar telescope to provide a 360degree view of the Sun’s outer atmosphere as it flows out to become the solar
wind. Launching NET 2023.

TRACERS: Mapping the Magnetopause
•

Building on missions first launched on sounding rockets, TRACERS will
launch NET 2023 to study how magnetic fields around Earth interact with
those from the Sun.

IMAP: Celestial Cartographer
•

A mission to map the physics of space, both near Earth and how it interacts
with interstellar space. To be launched on a Falcon 9 Full Thrust Rocket in
Feb. 2025.
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Upcoming Missions (cont.)
SunRISE: Investigating Giant Particle Storms
•

Six CubeSats working as a single large telescope to study how
the Sun generates and releases giant space weather storms –
known as solar particle storms – into planetary space.

ESCAPADE: Understanding Mars’s atmosphere
•

This mission characterizes the acceleration processes allowing
Mars’s atmosphere to escape.

GDC: Exploring Space Weather’s Core
•

The Geospace Dynamics Constellation provides the first direct
global measurements of Earth’s dynamic, complex ionosphere –
akin to the launch of the first weather satellites that gave
scientists the first worldwide view of weather systems.

. . . And more!
•

Tech demo, sounding rockets, and MIDEX selections.
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Division Updates
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Research and Analysis Update
• Maintaining healthy R&A Programs
• Completing recommendations in the 2013 Decadal
and midterm: maintain DRIVE initiative
• Implementing initiatives to coordinate observation
and theory-modeling programs covering full breadth
of Heliophysics across agencies and disciplines
(HSO Connect)
• ECIP cadence every 2 years
• Future initiatives include: AI/ML program (crossDivisional)
• Engaging in efforts to increase diversity in research
• Dual anonymous, high risk high reward
• July 2020 HPAC report provided specific
recommendations on efforts to increase
diversity
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Decadal Activities
2013 Decadal Midterm Assessment
• Delivered to HPD in Feb. 2020
• Responses provided to NASEM Apr. 2020

Planning for the next Decadal
• Heliophysics 2050 Workshop
- NASA- and NSF-enabled, community-led workshop
- Develop short-, medium-, and long-term science objectives,
including capability needs
- May 3 – 5, 2021
• Discussions between sponsoring agencies underway, including
NOAA and NSF
• Conversations with NAS, CSSP underway
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It is a Great Time to be a Heliophysicist!
The Heliophysics Division is poised like never
before to:
• Capitalize on our unique opportunity to study the Sun and
its effects throughout the Heliosphere
• Augment the Heliophysics fleet with new, innovative
missions, a robust suborbital program, and an enhanced
ride share program
• Make research and technology investments to enable
science, e.g. interstellar probe, solar sails
• Develop the next generation of Heliophysicists and engage
the public with science knowledge
• Fulfill our responsibility for the Nation enabling advances in
space weather
• Play a critical role in Exploration supporting the Artemis
mission
• Lean forward for success in the next decade
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#HelioRocks
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